The purpose of this paper is to investigate the micro-local structure and to Ž Ž . 2 calculate the b-function of a regular simple prehomogeneous vector space GL 1 Ž . . = Spin 10 , half-spin rep.q vector rep. by constructing the holonomy diagram.
group generated by , . . . , . Let U be the contragredient representa-
Ž . tion of on the dual V of V. Then the dual G, , V of G, , V is also a regular P.V. and the number of one-codimensional irreducible U Ž . U Ž . components of its singular set is l. Let f y , . . . , f y be the alge- 1 l braically independent relative invariants of the dual P.V. with their charac-U U Ž . ters , . . . , . Then X G is a free abelian group generated by x g V , y g V U .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 
Put G s GL 1 = Spin 10 and s half-spin rep.q vector rep. Then, w x Ž . by the result of Kimura 2 , the triplet G, , V is a regular P.V. and the Ž . algebraically independent relative invariants are given by f x s ã 1 10
. . , Q x see p. 21 in 1 . Let be the character of f .
w x Following the ideas of the microlocal analysis 8 , the holonomy diagram Ž Ž . 2 Ž . of a regular simple prehomogeneous vector space GL 1 = Spin 10 , . half-spin rep.q vector rep. is given by Fig. 1 and we obtain the b-function:
The holonomy diagram of GL 1 = Spin 10 , half-spin rep.q vector rep. .
PRELIMINARIES
w x In this section, we review the main results of 3, 8 which will be used later.
We identify the cotangent bundle
s g V , the isotropy subgroup G at x acts on V , and hence we
of the orbit G x is, by definition, the Zariski-closure of 0 0 ÄŽ .
where W is the Zariski-closure of x, grad log f x g V = V ; s g C , x 4 g V y S . Let ⌳ and ⌳ be two conormal bundles of some G-orbits.
For a regular P.V. G, , V , the conormal bundle 0 = V of the origin is a good holonomic variety. Let ⌳ s G x , y be a good holonomic variety and let A be Ž . whose intersection is of codimension one with the intersection exponent Ž . Ž .
Assume that e ␦ ) 0. Then we ha¨e, up to a constant multiple, 
V at x is a P.V., and let y be its generic point. Ž . Ž . of the orbit G x is given by ⌳ s G x , y . We assume that G x Ž . infinitesimal representation of . We denote by ⌳ the conormal bundle ᑡ s , ya ; g ᑡ ; Ž .
Ž . Ž . A y a q tr A I 0 0 Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . s ye e e e , e ,¨s e e e e , e , and¨s 0, e . Ž . s 0, e . Ž . 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . diag a , a , a , a a q a q a s a s y and all remaining parts zero. Ž . Ž . 10 The case for x s 1, 0
Ž . Ž . ␤ s y1, C s 0, and A s diag 0, a , a , a , t Ž . Thus we obtain the holonomy diagram Fig. 1 where we denote by Ž . the conormal bundle of the orbit G x which is j-codimensional. i 
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